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1. Introduct ion

1.1 Textbook interpretation of the wave (unction

The conceptually simplest interpretftlion of the quantum-mechattic&] wave func-
tion is that adopted by moat textbooks. In the celebrated book by Dirar1 one reads —
each state of a dynamical system at a particular time corresponds to a ket vert or if
the ket vector corresponding to a state it multiplied by any complex number, net zero,
the resulting ket vector will correspond to the same state (pages 16, 17). And later •
a measurement always causes tkt system to jump into an eigenstate of iht dynamical
variable that is being measured (page 36). Similar sentences can be found, e. g., in the
book by Messiah2 (pages 249 and 251). In the above statements the term slate refers
to a. single system, not to a statistical ensemble of systems. This emerges clearly from
ttir second statement, concerning reduction, which is quite incomprehensible in this
form if the ket vector is not referred to a single system. In most textbooks the wave
function up to a factor is interpreted just in this way — ai the state of the single
considered system.

A few remarks are appropriate about the above interpretation. First, it is strictly
related to the acceptance of the existence of stochastic transitions in correspondence
with measurements. Second, it does not imply that any system always is in a definite
$tale (i.e. has a wave function). In fact, the contrary may very well happen, even for
an isolated system. Finally, such an interpretation allows to regard the wave function
as an objective property of the system.

The textbook interpretation of the wave function, as it is common experience of
all physicists, works perfectly well in ordinary conditions, even though it presents some
problematic aspects with systems consisting of distant microscopic parts. But, as we
shall see, it breaks down when one tries to make the theory of quantum measurement.

1.2. Macroscopic objects and quantum mechanics

Macroscopic objects obey classical mechanics to an extremely high degree of
accuracy. What does it happen when we apply quantum mechanics to them? When
this question is posed, one first notes that Ehrenfest's theorem assures us that quantum
mean values evolve according to classical laws. This fact is comforting. One then notes
that the principles of quantum mechanics consider the existence of macroscopically
extended wave functions, of the type

and that, on the other hand, our experience of the behaviour of macroscopic particles
never reveals anything corresponding to such wave functions. To reconcile, by means
of a suitable interpretation of the quantum-mechanical wave function, the existence
of IV'iimngt) with our rooted conviction that macroscopic objects really are somewhere
is a difficult task. One can observe that quantum effects like diffraction, tunnelling,
spreading, wliicli could give rise to extended wave functions, are found to be negligible
for macroscopic particles. Again, this is a comforting fact. But this is a practical,
dynamical result. No principle of quantum mechanics forbids |V'iir<utgt}> and in fact
wave functions of a similar type are met with in the theory of quantum measurement
where peculiar dynamical conditions lake place.



The above considerations lake the attribution of some local character to macro
sropic objects for granted. Is this fully legitimate? Somewhat joking, we shall explain
our point of view by discussing some statements about macroscopic objects. Coin
nutting ourselves completely to classical ideas we are tempted to make the following
assertion: macroscopic objects have real properties including a definite position. One
can object that predicating real properties to anything is hazardous. Then we retire
to a weaker assertion; the behaviour of macroscopic objects allows to think that they
have real properties including a definite position. However, one can still objert that
what we are claiming is not a merit of the behaviour of macroscopic objects, but of the
way we describe them. So we retire again to the third form of the statement: thr de-
scription of macroscopic objects allows to think that they have real properties including
a definite position. A further possible objection is that the description to which I lie
latter statement makes reference is not necessarily unique. In this way we arrive at
the last and weakest form of the statement: there exists a description of macroscopic
objects which allows to think that they have real properties including a definite position.
This form should be accepted by almost everybody and still expresses, we think, a
significant nontrivial feature of macroscopic objects. Following the ideas of Bell,3 we
designate such a feature a* the definite and local character of the macroscopic world.

Unless we deride that quantum mechanics shall not be applied to macroscopic
objects (but also this choice would be problematic, in the absence of a precise criterion
for recognizing the macroscopic character), we would like that their definite and local
character should follow from the principle* of the theory.

This work deal* with an attempt at (i) incorporating the definite and local char-
acter of macroscopic objects in the principle* of quantum mechanics and [ii) describing
reduction a* a real physical process thereby recovering the textbook interpretation of
the wave function.

13 Some principles of quantum mechanics

We recall here some principles of quantum mechanics which will be used in the
following discussions. The first principle is of course the Schrodinger equation

(1.2) iR-J |0) = * ! * > ,

which rules the time evolution of the wave function when the system is left undisturbed.
The second principle is the reduction postulate with the associated probability rule

(13)
Pr(O) =

The reduction postulate has to be applied when a measurement is performed. Finally,
we recall the tensor product rule, according to which the space of state vectors of a
composite system is the tensor product of the space* of state vectors of the constituent
systems (with some inessential complications when identical particles are there), i. e.

( 1 4 ) ! , 2 ) =

We point out that two radically different principles of evolution are Iherr tlic
-Schrridinger equation which is deterministic anil linear anil the reduction post tilale
which is stochastic and nonlinear. The decision whether to use one or Uir other rests
upon thr distinction between proper quantum systems ami measuring n|>|>nr;il nsrs
Such a distinction appears to be easy in practice, but it is not clear in principle.

The tensor product rule is responsible for the fact that systems having interacted
with other systems usually are not associated to a wave function. We meet here that
characteristic trait of quantum mechanic* called entanglement of the slate vectors or
nonseparability. Quantum entanglement raises problems when the entangled systems
are distant and when one of the entangled systems is macroscopic. Also the suspicion
that the whole Universe might be entangled is cause of worry.

2. Theory of quantum measurement

2.1. The program

The reduction postulate and the probability rule deal with the measured system
S alone. The measuring apparatus A is supposed to be there, of course, but it remains
outside the dynamical description- The theory of measurement consists in applying the
quantum rules to the composite system S+ A and in deducing from such a description
the usual postulate dealing with S alone or, less ambitiously, in showing that the two
descriptions are not contradictory.

The theory of measurement, besides being a natural exigence within quantum
theory, owes its interest to the fact that it has heavy implications on the concept of
slate and on the interpretation of the wave function. A characteristic fact is that there
is not one theory of measurement, there are several. Moreover, there are conceptual
frames according to which no theory of measurement should be made.

We shall make reference to an ideal description of the dynamics of measurement.
It can !>e (shown* that resorting to more realistic descriptions does not change the
conclusions.

The elements of the description of measurement are very simple. Let i>, with
eigenvalue equation

(2.1) v\i>H) = vn\r/>n),

be the dynamical variable of the system 5 which is being meaaured. We exclude
the inessential complications related to the possible degeneracy of v. Let (.?, with
eigenvalue equation

(2.2) G\An,r) = G n | ^ , r ) ,

he the dynamical variable of the apparatus A which serves as a pointer. Then, if \<i'^'j
is the state vector of A' at the beginning of the measurement, it must happen that

(2.3) S.E.

where |/1o) is a suitable initial stale vector of A and the arrow indicates the time
evolution during the measurement as given by the Schrodinger equation applied to the
system .S' 4 A. Eq. (2.3) expresses simply the conditions that the apparatus ascribe to
A' the statr vector (V1™) and that the state vector of S be left unchanged. The time
evolution is requested to be ruled by the Schrodinger equation because S + A is left
undisturbed during the measurement.



2.2. The difficulty

If )V>) = V m o.nlV'm) is the stair vector of S at the beginning of the measuremetit,
then, according to llir reduction postulate and the probability rule, the system S \ A
undergoes during the measurement the process

l«i) Mi

(2.4) l- . l '

with obvious meaning of symbol*. Since the output is not uniquely determined one
says that the final situation is a mixture, represented by the statistical ensemble made
up with the various outputs with their proper weights.

On the other hand, the same state vector of S + A at the beginning of the
measurement evolves, by the Schrodinger equation, according to

( 2 5 ) H')\A9 E
This result follows unescapably from eq. (2.3) and the linear character of the
Schrodinger equation. The final state vector is now unique, one says it is a pure
state, and it can be attributed either to a single system or to an ensemble according
to one's choice about the interpretation of state vectors.

The problem of the theory of quantum measurement is that the result (2.5)
implied by the Schrodinger equation seems to contradict both the result (2.4) given
by the reduction postulate and common sense, which is unable to give a meaning to
a superposition of microscopically distinguishable states.

2.3. A model for the dynamics of measurement

Models of the system S + A having the characteristic dynamical properly (2.3)
ran easily be constructed. If one is not particularly interested in describing the ampli-
fication process which is always present in a quantum measurement, it is an acceptable
schematizatiou to consider the measuring apparatus A as confuting of the only pointer,
taken to be a single macroscopic object moving in one dimension. The following model
belongs to a well known type.*

Let v be the variable of 5 to be measured and Q, P be the position and momen-
tum variables of the pointer. The Hamiltonian of S + A is assumed to be

(2.6)

i., = {d{3/dt)l(v)P,

wlierr li\l) is imt for I < («,, is one for ( > ta and is a rounded step in between, so
tliat df-l/dt is a liell shaped function contained in the interval (<0,fi). The length J(i>)
is a function of r> such that the distances |J(i>n) - t(i>m)l are all macroscopic. The
form of Us is irrelevant for our purposes. Then, if ]Aa) is a state vector of A such
that |{yMn)|2 is centered around Q = 0 with spread much smaller than the distances
j/(rn) I(i'm)l and | {P |J4O) | ! is centerd around P = 0 with reasonable spread, one
finds1 in the lime interval ( ( 0 , ( | ) the evolution (2.3) where

(2.7)

are well separated state vectors lying around the position! l{vm). The model works,
Imt of course it induces the evolution (2.5), not the reduction (2.4).

3. Review of possible solutions

We expound here concisely the most significant, in our opinion, solutions pro-
posed to the problem raised in sect. 2.2. Of course the review is far from being
complete.

Before going through the various points of view, it is necessary to consider and
give an answer to a crucial question — is it possible, by means of suitable experiments
on the system S + A, to distinguish between the statistical ensemble corresponding to
the mixture and the one corresponding to the pure state? The answer is yes, it is,4

provided no limitation is accepted on the measurements to be performed on S + A or,
if .V + A interacts with some other system E, on S + A + E.

3.1. No theory of measurement

Logically classical instruments. According to Bohr, one must include among the
principles of quantum mechanics the following proposition: the working of measuring
instruments must be accounted for in purely classical terms.4 According to this prin-
ciple, tlir pretension of applying quantum mechanics to A is logically wrong, so that
the problem is solved radically.

If taken as a criticism to quantum mechanics the position of Bohr can be shared.
It is true that the classical character of instruments is necessary for formulating certain
principles of quantum mechanics. It is also true that such a classical character cannot
be deduced from quantum mechanics as it stands. What is difficult to understand is
how one can be satisfied with such a situation. Furthermore, to be consistent, this
point of view would require an exact criterion to distinguish between systems to be
described classically and systems to be described quantistically.

Hidden rariabJes. Hidden variables transform quantum mechanics into a theory
of a classical type. As a consequence, no theory of measurement is necessary or, if it
is done, it is trivial.

We note however that, if we refer to theories which reproduce exactly quantum
mechanics when the supplementary variables are properly averaged, the problem of
making compatible the description (2.4) obtained by applying the reduction postulate
with 11 IF description (2.5) obtained by applying dynamics to the system S + A is still
llirit- and probably it cannot be solved without invoking the practical impossibility of
revealing interference when macroscopic objects are involved.*

T I



3.2. Limitations on measurability

Limitations on mrasurabiiity of S + A. Several authors, like Daneri, Loinfcer
and Prosperi7 or Jaurh,' use the argument that measuring apparatuses are classical
in the sense that only a set of commuting observable* ran be measured on them. It
is then possible to show that the ensemble corresponding to the mixture and thr nnr
corresponding to the pure stale cannot be distinguished by further experiment!: on
S + A. A different limitation is considered by Hepp,' according to whom Die system
5 + A is infinite or nearly, while actual observable* are local in a suitable sense. Again
the two ensembles cannot be distinguished by further experiments on S + A.

An objection raised against theories based on limitations on measurabilily of
S + A is that such a limitation has a practical nature and should not be used to solve
problems of principle.

Limitations on measurabililjr of S + A + E. A deeply different type of limitation
has been considered by Joot and Zeh." These authors observe that S + A necessarily
interacts with its environment B. Then eq. (2.3) must be replaced by

(3.1) \*m)\Am)\Ea)

A convincing discussion show* that the slates \Em) are practically orthogonal. Then
the ensemble corresponding to the mixture and the one corresponding to the pure
state cannot be distinguished by measurements which do not involve alsu E, a system
which could be as targe as the rest of the world.

It is difficult to maintain the objection that the limitation considered by Joos and
Zeli is only of a practical nature. For this reason, we regard the point of view based
on the consideration of environment as conceptually superior to other approaches
resorting to limitations on measurabiUty.

We note however that, in ail theories considered in this subsection, the solution
of thr problem is achieved at the level of the statistical ensemble. For all these theories,
therefore, the interpretation of the wave function as the state of the single physical
system is lost.

3.3. Wave function of the Universe

This point of view, originally due to Everett," is most commonly indicated by the
misleading name many-world interpretation or, more rarely, by the name many mind
interpretation. The theory says that the Universe has a wave function which describes
its state (in some sense) and which evolves according to a Schrodinger equation. When
a measurement takes place, no reduction occurs. The lime evolution is of (lie type
(2.5) and is conveniently written

(3.2)

where O' , . .. ,Ok are observers and R indicates the rest of the world. Let, e. g.,
the obsrrver O' lie ME. Then — / tm only aware of one outcome of a mramrtmtnl
bfrauir tht ME thai makes this ttattmrnt it the ME auociated with one particular
outcome. There art other MEi, which ut* auociated with different term* m the wavt
function, and which are aware of different outcome**

We agree that no convincing logical argument allows to reject this theory. How-
ever wr prefer to refuse it, because it seems to us that it destroys the separation
between physical systems and observers. As for the question in which we are inter-
ested, whether or not the theory allows to interpret the wave function as the stale of
the single considered physical system, the answer is that no physical system, except
thr Universe, has a wave function.

3.4. Actual reduction

Special role of the observer. One can observe that the measurement process never
terminates as indicated in eq. (2.3). In reality, the apparatus A is always measured by
another apparatus B, which is measured . . . , etc. Therefore eq. (2.3) must be replaced
the so called von Neumann chain

• ! * •

(3.3)

where A, B, ... are apparatuses and K is the observer's mind or consciousness. If we
decide to apply the reduction postulate, thereby violating the Schrodinger equation, it
is completely irrelevant at which stage this is done. According to Wigner,IJ to ascribe
the violation to the last and most peculiar element of the chain appears as the least
unreasonable choice. Then the evolution (2.5) is replaced by the transition

—. V \i,

which contains reduction.

Like many people, we refuse this type of solution of the problem. However, it
must lir admitted that it is simple and effective. Reduction actually takes place
the interpretation of the wave function as the state of the single physical system is
recovered.



ReaJ physical proem. One can try to describe reduction as a red physical pro-
cess. Unlike the theory ascribing reduction to observer1! consciousness, this point
or view requires a definite modification of the Schrodinger equation. Such a mod-
ification must have practically unobservable consequence* in ail ordinary situations
and must become effective only in those special conditions in which superpositions of
microscopically distinguishable states emerge.

Again, reduction actually takes place and the interpretation of the wave function
as the state of the single physical system is recovered.

4. Spontaneous localisation

4.1. Preliminary remarks

The reduction process (1.3) is stochastic and nonlinear. This suggests that any
modification of the Schrodinger equation aiming at incorporating reduction shall have
the same features. Spontaneous localisation is a working proposal for such a modifi-
cation. The idea of a stochastic modification of the Schrodinger equation is not new.
Previous attempts, however, have left unsolved two problems:
i) the preferred basis problem — which are the slates to which the stochastic process

leads?
ii) the system dependence problem — how can the process become ineffective in going

from macroscopic to microscopic systems?
Quantum mechanic* with spontaneous localisation gives a definite answer to the first
question and shows that the answer to the second one follows.

There are two main frameworks in which the idea of spontaneous localization
can be accomodated. The earliest and most elementary framework (QMSL) is char-
acterized by the taking place of instantaneous jumps of the state vector. In the more
refined continuous approach (CSL) jumps are replaced by a diffusion process in thr
Hilbert space. The CSL theory is more elegant and powerful. Still we first expound
QMSL because of its much more intuitive character. For the same reason we limit
ourselves, within QMSL, to the case of systems of distinguishable particles.

4.2. Assumptions

Quantum mechanics with spontaneous localisation make* the following assump-
tions. 1 I M "
I) Each particle of a system of n distinguishable particles labelled by index i experi-
ences, with mean frequency V, B sudden spontaneous process.
2} In the time intervals between two successive sudden spontaneous processes thr
system evolves according to the Schrodinger equation.
3) The sudden spontaneous process is a localization described by

(4.1)

where L'x is a norm-reducing, positive, selfacjjoint, linear operator in lh<- n-particle
Hilbert space, representing the localization of particle i around the point x. The
probability density for the occurrrncr of x is assumed to be

(4-2) p,(,) = H^ll1 .

This requires that

(4 3)

4) The localization operator L'm is chosen to be

(44) L], = (a/ir)"4 e*p ( - jc, («' - «)*) .

Mir length \/\/a which characterises the process is small on a macroscopic scale but
large with respect to atomic distances, say

(4.5) es l O ' c m .

It measures the accuracy of the localisation process.

Note the similarity between eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) on tbe one side and the reduction
rule (1.1) on the other.

4.3. Localization IU a whole

We discuss here the characteristic property which makes spontaneous localiza-
tion an acceptable candidate for being responsible for reduction.14 Let us consider a
macroscopic object, consisting of N distinguishable particles; in general, it will have
many macroscopic degree* of freedom. If it can be considered as microscopically rigid,
it will be described by the centre-of- mass position and the space orientation. If it
is deformable, it will possess a field of position variables. If the considered system
is actually a macroscopic object, it has a definite macroscopic state and a definite
microscopic internal structure. Its wave function is the product of a macroscopic wave
function and a structural (i. e. referring to the microscopic internal degrees of freedom)
wave function. We assume that the structural wave function is sharply peaked (with
respect to l / \ / « ) -

Let us write

(4.6) «' =Q + q"{r),

where Q is the centre -of-mass position and r represents a set of 3JV - 3 independent
variables. The set r, at defined here, includes orientation and possible other macro-
scopic variables, besides the structural degrees of freedom. For the sake of simplicity,
we feign that the set r doesn't contain macroscopic variables. Then the wave function
lias the structure

where the structural wave function X" a peaked around the value rtt of r. We have
indicated by J the spin variables. The action of the localization operator for the t-th
particle is

(4.H)

exp (-* (,' - xf 12) *{Q)X(',*)

r) - * ) ' /2 j *{Q)x[r,s)

10
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where Ihe localization operator for the centre of mass i^T it defined by

(4.9) i'/1- = («/»>'" « P ( - o (Q-X)1 /2)

and localizes around the position

(4.10) X = y'= x - q"{rB).

According to eq. (4.8), in the considered conditions, the localization process
does not affect the internal structure of the system and each localization uf a sin
component particle is equivalent to the localization of the centre of mass, so that

(411) ibf.m. r.

In suitable conditions a similar conclusion can be drawn also in cases in which
the wave function has not the form (4.6). Let us consider a product wave function of
the type

(4.12) 0i (gi) V'J ( f l j ) - - V'/v («w),

where the spin variables have been omitted for a quick notation. The wave function
(4.12), with a suitable time dependence in each factor, could describe, e. g., a beam of
particles. In correspondence with each single particle wave function v>i, consider the
same wave function displaced by D as defined by

(413) V\(fli) = Vs(Gi - D)

atid construct the /V-particle wave functions

(llld

(4.15) , )rh *', („
A wave function like (4.14), with a suitable lime dependence in each factor, could lie
produced, e. g., in a neutron interference experiment. A wave function of tlie type
(4.15) is not easily produced in ordinary conditions. However, consign a particle
detector anil suppose that the second term in {4.15) represents the electrons ami ions
involved in the discharge when this has taken place and the first term represents the
same particles when the discharge has not taken place. Then a wave function of the
type (4.15), suitably completed in each term with factors referring to other parts of the
system 5 + A, could just be the realization of the superposition appearing in eq. (2.5).
A little reflection shows that nothing special happens to the indepeiuleiil particle wave
function ( 4 ) 4 ) . Simply, a fraction of particles given by the single particle rale A""1'"
limes the time of flight along separated pallis is affected by tlie process so that, 111
the example of neutrons, it does not contribute t» the interference pattern. On Ilir

contrary, the wave function (4.IS), similarly to (4.7), is reduced ti e of iu Irrms
with frequency V_ V (provided I) > I / , / " , of course).

Willi thr aim of getting a very small single particle frequency and an appreciable
rate for macroscopic N, we tentatively assume

(4.16)
y = io~ : 1 /(10* ~ 10*years) roughly equivalent to

Ki|. (4.5) for n and eq. (4.16) define the orders of magnitude of the constants appearing
in the model.

5. Application of spontaneous localization

5.1. Microscopic systems

According to our tentative choice for the parameter* of the localization process,
a microscopic particle is practically never localized, so that nothing changes in its
dynamics even in the case in which it has an extended wave function. Nothing is
expected to change in experiments like, e.g., neutron interferometry.

5.2. Structure of macroscopic objects

The structure of systems having a sharply localized internal wave function is not
changed.' * It seems very unlikely that some effect can be revealed in the cases in which
some constituents have an extended wave function, like in superconducting devices."

5.3. Macroscopic particles

If an extended wave function of a macroscopic particle is created by some kind
of Schrmtinger dynamics, the spontaneous localization process transforms it into one
of its localized components in times of the order of I/A iti the average. If the creation
of an extended wave function is slow, the spontaneous localization process, without
otherwise interfering with the Schrodinger dynamics, constrains the system from the
outset into a way leading to one of the localized components.'

The question is whether the squeeze of the wave packet, caused by a localization
followed by a Schrodinger evolution and a further localization and so on, gives rise
to a relevant stochastic behaviour contradicting classical determinism. A quantitative
answer can he given.M-'4 For a dynamical variable V let us define

(V) = wv\f),
((V -(V))1),

(5.1)

where the hue represents the average over the statistical ensemble generated by thr
localization process. For a free particle, one can prove that

( 5 . 2 )
(Pi) = <P<>S,

where the.suffix S indicates the valur corresponding to the pure Schnxliuger evolution
from the same initial condition. For » macroscopic particle and for any reasonable

U



choice of the initial wave packet, ((?[))< •• practically constant for enormous limes.
The time T for which the two terms in ((gift are equal it given by

(5.3)

For m = Ig and ((fli)}''* = 10 'era, using the orders of magnitude (4.5), (4.16) for
the parameters, one finds T as lOOyears. This is a long time for keeping something
isolated from uncontrollable influence*. Some effect of the type discussed here could
perhaps be delectable for a mesoscopic particle.

5.4. Measurement

The model. Let us apply QMSL to the system S + A, where A is the model
apparatus presented in section 2.3.* We recall that, in the absence of localizations, the
evolution

takes place in the time interval ( f | , t t ) . The state vectors \Am,m) are well separated,
i e. their position spread* are much smaller than the distances between two pointer
positions |((t'™) l (v« ) I Note that, since S is microscopic, its localizations can br dis-
regarded and that, since A has a well localiced internal wave function, its localizations
as a whole, only, have to be considered.

Suppose first that the time I/A is larger than fi - t«, so that we can think that,
first, the above evolution is completed and, then, a localisation of A takes place. The
result of the localization is

Each ^ 1 4 , , , , . } is noniero only for X belonging to one interval /„, of a set of nonover-

Inuping intervals. For X € !„ the surviving term is

(5.6) <

The probability of X 6 /sj is

(5.7)

The model can be solved exactly.* It i* found that the above conclusions hold
whatever the relation between I/A and (| - lo is.

Tile genera/ case. In any measurement process

|V'n,)Mo) — | * m ) ,
(5.8)

"-) = ' •> •

where the state vectors |* m ) arr microscopically distinguishable. We sugges! (hat
this implies that a macroscopic number N nf mirroscupir "pointer" constituents nf A

arr confined in different macroscopic ally distant spatial regions in the diiTerent state
vclors l+m). Then |*) haa a structure of the type (4.IM and a single localization of a
single "pointer" constituent is sufficient lo reduce |$) to one of its terms | 4 m ) . The
reduction rate is JVAmi"°.

The question arises whether N is in all cases targe enough.

EPR situation. Let us consider an EPR- Bohm set-up where the system wave
function is

(5.9)

with obvious meaning of symbols. Describing the apparatuses according to thr previ
ously discussed model, the wave function of 5 + A before any measurement is

(•'•-10) tt>A,(QL)A0(Qii),

where Qi and QR are the pointer coordinates of the left and right apparatuses, re-
spectively. When the first measurement, say on the left, takes place, the dynamical
evolution is, in our schematization,

C-i.ll)
S.E.

where ,4+ and A- lie in the macrotcopically separated intervals l + and / - , respec-
tively. Denning • such that

(5.12) S.E.

a trivial repetition of the argument given at the beginning of the present subsection
shows that for X t /+

and similarly for ,V £ / . , It is seen that nothing changes with respect to thr applica-

tion of the reduction postulate.

6. Diffusion processes in Hilbert apace

As discussed in sections 1-3, it is interesting to try to describe reduction as a
real physical process. In sections 4 and 5 a conceptual framework of this type, QMSL,
has been discussed. Among the inconveniences of QMSL there is the fart that the
stochastic part of its principle of evolution, though perfectly definite, is not expressed
through a compact mathematical equation. In the present section we shall present a
general framework, based on the consideration of continuous Markov processes in the
Ililberl spare, which overcomes this difficulty and, furthermore, will allow to give a
simple treatment of the case of systems containing identical constituents.

We consider11'" the Ito stochastic equation for the state vector

< « . i ) d\4B(t))^(C

where C, A v {y^} are operators on the Hilberl sparr of the system and t$
is a real Wiener process satisfying

=- o, ij = * , j 7 dr.

l/t

T



In what follows we shall consider also the case in which i it a continuous index;
correspondingly a Ditac delta function has to replace the Kronecker symbol. Equation
(6.1) will be referred to as the raw equation; it has to be noted that it does mil preserve,
in general the norm of the stale vector. In fart, using stochastic calculus one gels

(6.3)
| (A + A*) \<),)dB + (*| (C +• C ) \*)dt + (4>\A<-A\4hdt.

Given an initial state rector |4(0)), the evolution equation transforms it, with a
given probability, into the state (*»(')) according to the particular realisation B{t)
of the Wiener process. We have now to give a physical meaning to the states \<t>&(!)),
taking into account that they have different norms for different sample functions B[t).
One could simply prescribe that the state has to be normalized and that the probability
of occurrence of such a state is just the probability of the specific process leading to
it. We make another choice, which is the analogue of assumption (4.2) of QMSL and
of the postulate of standard quantum mechanics about the probability of finding n
result in a measurement. Precisely, we assume that the physical probabilities fnr the
occurrence of the normalised vectors are obtained from the raw ones by weighting
them by the squared norms of the states |4JJ('))- Thus, the states which acquire a
larger norm by the raw process weigh more in the ensemble.

The proposed cooking procedure is consistent only if the average of the weight
factors equals 1, which amounts to require that the raw process conserve the stochastic
average of the norm:

(64)

This condition, as easily verified, implies

(6.5) C + C = —

= 0.

If we den
becomes

<f»6)

ote by - j H the skew-Hermitian part of the operator C, the raw equation

d\4>) = ( - AdB -

One has now to perform the cooking procedure according to the prescriptions indicated
above. The cooking, due to the linearity of the raw equation and to the Markov
nature of the stochastic process, can be performed whenever one wants. The result is
rjpressed concisely in the physical equation

(6.7) • | 7 (A< - A*)-A + i 7 (A - ] dt + (A - A+ydB] |V>),

which is the fundamental equation of the theory. It is important to remark that this
equation is nonlinear and stochastic.

7. Reduction properties

The most important feature of eq. (6.7), from the point of view whu h interests
us here, consists in the fact that, when thr operators A are appropriately chosen, it
induces a continuous dynamical reduction of the state vector.

We assume that the operators A are selfadjoint and commute among themselves.
To disruss the dynamical reduction, let us disregard the Hamiltonian term in eq. (6.7).
We have then (he norm conserving physical nonlinear stochastic equation for the stale
verlor

(T-1]
- A+fdt + (A -

Since we have assumed that the operators A commute among themselves we can
introduce the projection operators Pa on their common eigenmanifotds and write

(7.2) A-J^o.P.,

where an f u r for a -f T. Defining

(7.3) t, = {i>\PM)

we get for the random variables i , the stochastic equations

(7.4) - o T

It is immediate to prove" that, in the limit for large t, the variables tr attain either
the value 0 or the value 1, and that the probability of ia taking the value 1 is equal
to the squared norm of the <r component of |V'(0)).

Concluding, the above considered dynamics is such that, in the long run, any
given initial alatr is driven (or, equivalent];, the homogeneous ensemble decomposes
into pure subeueembles associated to states lying) into one of the common eigenman-
ifulds of the operator* A, with the appropriate probabilities. Obviously the specific
lime rate of the reduction process, as well as the competition of this process with the
evolution induced by the Hamiltonian, depend on the specific details of the operators
and parameters appearing in eq. (6.7).

tt is important to remark that, after we have guaranteed the reduction to take
place, we can resort to the use of the statistical operator formalism to investigate spe-
cific physical consequences of the theory, such as mean values of dynamical variables,
etc. Thr derivation of the evolution equation for the statistical operator ia a trivial
task. We define

(7.5) P=H')W.

With refrrencr to thr general form (6.7) of the dynamical equation, we grt immediately

[1 is worth not-icing that this equation defines the infinitesimal generator of a quantum
dynamical semigroup.1*'30 If one considers dynamical equations for thr statistical
operator derived frtiin the assumption of the occurrence of hitting processes, one can
only rlrrivr H particular case of this equation, i.e. the one in which A* • A - I. We
rrfer the reader to ref. IS for a detailed discussion of this point and of the relations
lielween thr continuous and discontinuous cases.



8. Objective and subjective reductions

Recently, H. Slapp" in an interesting paper has stressed the importance of His
tinguUhing between different reduction mechanisms which have a quite different c<m
ceptual status. We call objective a reduction process when it derives from a dynamical
equation which actually drives the state vector in one of a set of orthogonal subspaces
whose direct «um is the whole Hilbert apace. Slapp uses a somewhat richer and more
sophisticated language calling Heuenbttf't objective reduction* these processes which
describe in a mathematically exact way the iranntton fmm the potnUe to the arluat.
As we have proved in the previous section the stochastic nonlinear equation (6.7) ac-
tually exhibits such a property, when the operators A are selfadjoint and commuting.
Note that when this happens the matrix elements of the statistical operator between
state vectors belonging to different subspaces tend to rero.

The simplest example of a dynamic* inducing objective reductions is obtained
by considering the case of 1 particle and by choosing for the operators A appearing
in eq. (6.7| the form

(8.1) A = A{r) = {O/n)"texp[-Lc

The statistical operator equation is then

(« - r)1]

(8.2)
* - - * [ * . , !

+ 7'UJ
Taking A = 7, (8.2) is the same equation for the statistical operator as given by QMSL
in the case of a single particle (in spite of the fact that the two processes are different).

Let us now consider subjective reduction mechanisms. By this expression (or,
to be precise, by the expression ittbjtctive von Neumann's reduction*) Stapp denotes
a mechanism leading to the suppression of the off-diagonal matrix elements of the
statistical operator in a given prrferrrd bam. To analyze this case and to compare it
with the objective process, let us consider the case of 1 particle and assume that it is
subjected to the action of a Hermitian stochastic white noise potential. If we disregard
for simplicity the free Hamiltonian, we have, in the coordinate representation, the
evolution equation for the state vector

(S.3)

with

(8.4)
V(q,t)=0,

V { q , t) V [ q ' , t ' ) = A f t 2 e x p - J a

For a given potential, the solution of eq. (8.3) is

f f
(».s| Hi,*) = «p -s /

L Jo
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'Die coordinate representation of the statistical operator is then correctly defined
through the stochastic average of i'(<l,t)i>' (q\t). We have

(8.6)
p{q,q',i) = exp [-jj j dr |V(,,r) - V( , ' ,T)]J p{q,q\

= exp I - A^l ~ exp ["Jo(« - q'f

By taking the time derivative we get

0)

H 7 )

which is simply the coordinate representation of the non-Hamiltonian terms of
eq. (8.2). The stochastic dynamics (8.3) leads therefore to the same equation for
the statistical operator as QMSL and as the process defined by eqs. (6.7) and (8.1)
and causes the damping of the off-diagonal elements in the coordinate representation.
However if one considers the wave function (8.5) corresponding to a specific sample
function V[q,t), one has

(8.8)

We note that, in particular, if the initial state vector is a linear superposition of two
stales which are localised in two well separated spatial regions L and R, then, for any
given realization of the stochastic potential the probability that, at any lime t, the
particle be at /, or al J? remains constant. In other words no state vector is driven,
rontrary to what happens in QMSL and in the process (6.7), (8.1), within one of the
two spatially separated regions. The suppression of the off-diagonal elements of the
statistical operator represents simply the fact that the components of the slate vector
acquire, due to the stochastic nature of the potential, random phases in different spatial
regions. It is important to stress the completely different conceptual significance of
the two considered mechanisms.

With reference to the problem we are discussing in this paper, Stapp asserts
that, since Heisenberg's objective reductions require fundamental changes in the laws
of nature (changing Schrodinger's dynamics, introducing new constants of nature,
etc) the principle of economy suggests to make resort to von Neumann's subjective
reductions induced by the stochastic quantum noise associated to the 2.7°K cosmic
background radiation. We do not think appropriate to enter here into a debate on
this point. In our opinion, however, such a type of solution is not fully satisfactory.
Actually the author feels the necessity, in order to give a firm background to his
position, to make resort to a model describing how our perceptions are committed
to our memory. We consider the author's arguments quite interesting, but we are
inclined to stick to theories yielding objective reductions.

9. Systems containing identical constituents

The general formalism CSL introduced in section 6, as already stated, allows to
obtain a simple (real merit of the rase of systems rniitainiiig identical constituents. To
this purpose let us consider the creation and annihilation operators n'(i/..i), n(<J,.i)
of a particle at point q with spin component s, satisfying canonical commutation or

18



anlicoinmutation relations. In terms of these operators we define a locally averaged
number density operator

(9.1) JV(x) = [a/

The operators N{x), for different values of the parameter z , commute among thriii
selves. Denoting by

(9 2) I,,.) = A V ( f l l , * , ) . . . «'(<|n, *B)|0)

the symmetrized (antisymmetrized) improper state containing n particles at thr indi-
rated positions, we have

(9.3)

with

(9.4)

With reference to our general stochastic dynamical equation (7.6) we identify now the
discrete index i with the continuous index x and the operator* .4, with N{x), In this
way we get the physical stochastic nonlinear differentia] equation for the state vector

(9.5)

where

(9.fi) N+{*)

and the Wiener process B(x) satisfies

- * * ( •

dB{x) = 0,
(9.7)

It is understood that in the case in which the system contains various types of idrnlicat
particles (e.g. electrons and nucleons) a sum over all different constituents which enlrr
into play has to appear in eq. (9.5).

It is evident that equation (9.5) respects the symmetry character nf the stale
vector. Morruvrr, shire the operators /V(fc) are srlfndjoint and i omiinitinn, thr MOII-
llamillouiaii part of the dynamical equation induces A continuous ohjei-livr redui linn
onto the "common subspares" of these operators. Actually, dnr tn Ilir far I I lint t lir
operators havr a couliniiiius spectrum and In Ilir presence nf the llaimltoiiian Irnn in
the evolution equation Hie dynamics lead.-, tu "well loializr.l slatr vectors", similarly
t» what happen* in QMS!, iti thr ra.ir of ilistniRiiislialjIr particles.

As usual, we can immediately derive from (9.5) the equation for the statistical
operator

= -i \HlP\ - \l

It is immediately checked that, in the case of a single particle, eq. (9.8) reduces to the
corresponding equation for QMSL provided one makes the choice

( 0 9 ) A = 7(0/*)*'*.

We could study in detail the relevant physical implications of the introduced
theory. This however has been done elsewhere1' and we will limit ourselves here to
discuss a simplified model which allows to derive in a straightforward way the main
consequences which are of interest for the subsequent discussion. The simplifications
consist in disregarding the Hamiltonian term and discretixing the (pace.

We divide the spare into cells of volume (a/4*1) ' and denote by N, the number
operator counting the particles in the i-th cell. As follows from the discussion of the
preceeding section in the considered case the dynamical evolution drives the slate
vector into a manifold such that the number of particles present in any cell is definite.
The simplified equation for the statistical operator reads

If we denote by |ti], t i j , . . . ,n , , . . . ) the state with the indicated occupation numbers
for the various cells, the solution of eq. (9.10) reads, in the considered basis

( 9 1 1 )

Equation (9.11) shows that linear superpositions of states containing different number
of particles in the various cells are dynamically reduced to one of the superposed states
with an exponential time rate depending on the expression j f (a/4*) J3, (n, - n\) .

10. Choke of the parameters

Thr theory presented in the previous section contains two parameters which,
if the dynamical equation is considered as describing fundamental physical processes,
acquire the status of new constants of nature. The parameter •>, whose dimensions are
those of a volume divided by a time, expresses the strength of the noil Haiuiltonian
terms in the equation, the other parameter a, having the dimensions of 1 divided a
squared Iriifilli, is related to the localization accuracy of the process. We will try to
get now some indications about the possible values of these parameters.

We note tliat stringent physical requirements determine the order of magnitude
of an upper bound for a: the localisation accuracy must in fact be appreciably larger
than il><* sprends around the lattice equilibrium positions in solids. In fart, whrn one
oiiiMiIri-'; H hoily whose internal stale is such that the spreads of the rrlativr coordi-
nates air ul ordrr I /A, then, by going through an argument completely analogous to
Ilir- out- used for QMS1, one can prove tliai, if and only if

(in.i) I/A,

in



the centre of mass and internal motion! decouple and the internal motion it governed,
to a very high degree of accuracy, by the itandard quantum dynamics. In accordance
with this argument we shall lake

(10.2) 10*cm .

= ' 0 ~ ' fll> adopted within QMSL largely satisfies thisNote that the choice
constraint.

Given for granted that condition {10.2} is satisfied we discuss now various phys-
ical consequences of the theory which have to be taken into account in fixing thr
parameter values.

Excitations ajid dissociations of atomic and nuclear bound stales. The evaluation
of the probability of occurrence of such processes can be made by using the CSL
equations but the effect can be more intuitively understood by making reference to
the QMSL model. Consider a harmonic oscillator potential such that its ground state
has an extension I/A. Suppose that a system in such a state suffers a hitting process
with a localization accuracy l/y/a. One can then easily evaluate" the probability
PND that after the hitting the system be again found in the ground state. One gets

(10.3) ./HA')]-

Since the extension of our system is of atomic or nuclear dimension, eq. (10.2) linlds
and therefore the probability Po+s that the system be dissociated or excited by the
hitting turns out to be

(10.4) = 1 - PND = a / ( 8A 1 ) .

We recall now that the hitting frequency has the expression (9.9) in terms of the
parameters 7 and a. There follows that the probability of dissociation or excitation
per unit time of our system* Qo+B turns out to be

~ ,(10.5)

which for an atom (I /A as 10~* cm) becomes

(10.6) QDTB^ 1 0 - ' T 7 ( O / <

Increase of thr mean energy vaJue. The occurrence of the spontaneous loraliza
tion processes induces a steady increase of the mean valur of the energy of thr physical
system. This can be easily evaluated by the dynamical equation for the statistical op-
rralor. In the case of a single particle one has

O0.7) AE, = 7(a/4>r)V 3cjA 1 i /2m.

The total energy increase for N particles turns out to be simply N times the al>t>vr
energy increase for a single particle. If we take for m the nucleon mass we then have
a total energy inrrease per unit time for a system of N nucleons

(10.8)
AEN/ t =s 10 "N-j (n/4jr)3 / ! a erR cm1

where in the last expression we have assumed JV of thr order of the Avogadro's number.

Associated to the energy increase there is a temperature increase. With reference
In an idral monoatoniic gas the increase in temperature per unit time turns out to be

110.9) AT/1 a; \0-7T(af4w)i/iarm*art °K year '.

Retjiirttoti Hairs. It is important to evaluate the reduction rates which are
characteristic of the considered theory. In fact since practical measurements, yielding
ili-finitc values of macroscopic dynamical variables, are often accomplished in time
intervals of thr order of nanoseconds, the suppression of the linear superpositions
must occur with a rate which is consistent with these times. Again one ran deal with
tliis problem with complete rigour" but for the present purpose of estimating the
order of magnitude, the discretized model that has been considered above is sufficient
Referring fi>r simplicity to a homogeneous macroscopic body of density P, we consider
two states corresponding to a rigid displacement of the body in a certain direction.
Lrt us drnotr by V the volume of the body in one position which is not covered
!>y the body in the other position. With reference to eq. (9.11), the number of cells
contributing to the sum in the exponential is now given by 2V (a/4ir) , and for each
of thrni (n, n'J = (D(a/4ir)~ ' ) . The exponential damping factor hecomes
thru

(10.10)

where

(10 .11)

exp [-
= exp {-yD'Vt] = exp [ - ^Dn..,*],

Obviously, for low densities (smaller than 1 particle per cell) the expression (n,
lakes only the valur 0 or 1 and the damping factor is limply

(10.12)

N being the number of cells which are occupied in one stale and not in the other.

With reference to eq. (10.10), we note that the reducing effect is more subtle iit
the present case than in QMSL. However the physical meaning of the effect is trans-
parent: the appeareuce of nDUt expresses the fact that, while in QMSL all displaced
particles contribute to the reduction rate, here, due to identity of particles, those
which lir in thr same region do not contribute.

We can now put together all the above results to identify acceptable ranges of
values for thr parameters of the theory. In the table we list, in the first column
thr quantities which are of interest for us, i.e. the probability of dissociation or
excitation per unit time of an atom, the total energy increase per unit time of a
system containing N S; 1U21 particles, the corresponding temperature incrrnse per
unit timr, the life time for the suppression of thr coherence between states localized in
spatial regions srvfarnled by distances Larger than ]/̂ /T> in the casrofoiir particle and
thr cnrrrspoiidiiiK life time in thr case of a macroscopic object with drnsity 1014cin '.
In the sfccin<l roliiiriu wr give thr rxpressiotis for the indicated quantities in terms of
the parameters. In the third column we PI press the stmc quantities in terms of the
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TABLE

Quantity Expression

v»/J

10

= 10-*cm

10*7 c m '

1 0 " ' S " ' t m '

7 = 10 "cm'sec

10 "erg see

1 0 " ° K y

10" sec

parameter 7 when the choice 10 'cm is made for X/s/a. Finally in the last column we
givr the numerical value* for the considered quantities when the choice lO'^cm'sec ~'
is made for 7. Note that the indicated choice for 7 ii of the order of the one resulting
from the relation (9.9) when one makes the original choice* (4.5) )uid (4.16) of QMSL
for a and X.

From the last column of the table one can remark:
•) In the tn»t of a macroscopic object for a displacement of 10 'cm one has

>ioui % 10" so that the life time for suppressing the coherence turns out to be 10" "sec,
A quite short value.

b) The moat significant data of the table seem to be those giving the dissociation
probability per unit time for an atom and the temperature increase per year In
particular with our choice of the parameters, when one take* into account that the
age of the universe is 10lfy> one Set» » '»'•! temperature increase from the beginning
of the universe of 10~'°K, a value to be compared with the background radiation of
2.7°K.

We can summarize the analysis performed in this and in the preceeding sections
by saying that the continuous spontaneous localisation process based on eq. (9.!>),
i. e, CSL, gives a unified description of physical phenomena at all levels. In fact,
when applied to a microscopic system it agree* with the standard quantum descrip-
tion of such systems, when used to study the interaction of a microscopic system with
a macroscopic one in measurement-like situations it gives wave packet reduction with
definite pointer positions and when applied to the description of 11 ntarmsciipk object
it gives classical mechanics (essentially to the same accuracy as standard quantum
mechanics) but it forbids the occurrence of the disturbing superpositions of macro
scopically different states.

The theory seems to yield a consistent solution to the problem of tlip quan-
tum theory of measurement and of the quantum description of macroscopic objects.

The agreement with quantum predictions for microscopic object* seems to be out of
experimentally feasible tests. Difficulties might be encountered in the following c u n :

a) If the persistence of macroscopic- quantum coherence for times larger than
those allowed by the theory would be proved.

I)I If cine would find processes in which macroscopic superpositions occur but
they involve the displacement of a number of particles so small that reduction does
not take place in sufficiently short limes.

Obviously we are not claiming that one should necessarily adhere to the point
of view we have presented here. Actually we are aware that to accept or refuse it is,
to a targe extent, a matter of taste. In any case we think that it is interesting to have
shown that this way exists. For people willing to adopt this attitude there are still
some problems which arise naturally within CLS. The first one i* that of trying to
get a rel&tivistir generalisation of the theory, a problem which look* highly difficult.1*
Another problem of interest could be that of ascribing the stochastic terms in the
evolution equation to some other specified physical mechanism. It has been repeatedly
suggested in the literature that gravity could be the cause of the phenomenon of wave
packet reduction. We consider therefore useful to present in the next section some
recent investigations in this direction which fit within the general framework presented
in section 6.

11. A reduction model involving gravity

Recently an interesting spontaneous reduction model has been presented11 which
exhibits some nice features. In particular in it reduction is related to gravity and no
parameters appear beside* the gravitational constant.

The starting point consists in the introduction of a stochastic evolution equa-
tion for the state vector of a macroscopic homogeneous object which induce* for the
statistical operator the equation

where / ( r ) is the mass density operator at r and G is Newton's gravitational constant.
In the case of a sphere of mass M, volume V and radius it

(11.2) = (M/V)9(R-\q

<j being the cenlre-of-mass position operator. Obviuosly, this is not the whole story;
a dynamical reduction model is physically interesting only if it can be derived from a
microscopic dinamics. In the considered case, since the reducing mechanism is related
to the mass density, one cannot deal with point- like particles. Therefore the natural
choice is that of making reference to an extended model for all microconstiluents. In
ref. 24 it is suggested that the mass density operator for a composite system is simply
given by the sum over all nucleon* of the mass density operators /,(r)for extended
nucleons themselves:

(11 .3) Mr) = (m/v)0{Rn - \q, - r|

where m, n, lln are the nucleon mass, volume and radius, respectively, and q, is the
position operator of the 1 lli nucleon. The contribution from electron* and other light
particles are disregarded.



The idea is fascinating since, as remarked above, it relates reduction to gravity
and gel* rid of all constants. However, one can prove" thai the physical implications
of the model when the choice (113) is made are very similar to those deriving from a
strengthened CSL in which 1/\A> * 10""'*cm- The proceeding discussion should Imvc
made clear that such a choice has the following unpleasant physical implications,

i) The decoupling of the centre of-mass and relative motions is no more correct and
remarkable changes with respect to standard quantum mechanics occur in ihr
internal dynamics of solids.

ii) The dynamical equation (11.1) for a macroscopic object cannot be derived con-
sistently from its microscopic analogue.

tii) The dissociation probability for atoms and nuclei becomes unacceptably high,
iv) The total energy increase it extremely high:

(11.4) AEN/ t 55 10'erg sec"' for N eg 10"

The model cannot therefore be considered, as it stands, as an acceptable reduction
model. However, the idea on which it is bated is very interesting and, with a modifi-
cation, it can be adapted to avoid the above mentioned trouble* and to describe point
like particles, keeping the connection of the reduction mechanism with gravitational
effects. There is a price to pay for this, and it consists in the fact that one parameter
brsides O appears in the model.

The idea is quite simple:" the mas* density operator / ( r ) appearing in eq. (11.1)
is assumed to have the expression

where the sum is extended to all types of massive elementary particles of the theory
and N,(r) it the average number density operator (9.1) of CSL, in which the choice
10 'era has been kept for the parameter \j^/a. The resulting model still exhibits all
appealing features of CSL and has the property of involving only one new parameter
and of relating reduction to gravitational effects.

12. Conclusions

According to common opinion the crucial conceptual points of quantum mechan
ics are

i) indeterminism,
ii) nonlocality, strictly related to nonseparability,

iii) measurement theory,
iv) the description of macroscopic objects,
v) the objectiv meaning of the wave function.

QMSL and CSL make plausible that one can find a consistent solution of a realistic
type for the last thrre, by making resort to a nonlinear and stochastic modification of
the quantum dynamics. What about the other putlling features?

Nonlocal behaviours mediated by entangled and extended wave functions of mi
croscopic systems, like (5.9), remain present in QMSL and CSL as in standard quantum
mechanics. In a sense, the nonlocal effects become more dramatic, as it is always (lie
case whrn a realistic interpretation is imposed on quantum theory. Wr note Ilial IIif
same formal fraturr, nouseparability, of the qunnluni mechanical state si>H<r is HI tlic
origin both of Ilir nonlocal behaviours and of thr mmiilativr effects which allow In
Spontaneous localization to lie rfleclive at thr macroscopic Irve! Hint ineffective for lew

particle*. In fact, cumulativily depends essentially on the fact that wave functions like
(4.7) <>r (4.15) are, in & suitable sente, N times entangled.

As for imlrtrroiitusm, theories like QMSL and CSL plainly incorporate it in the
unified principle of evolution. The combined effect of localisation and Schrodinger
evolution gives rise to the additional spreads present in eqs. (5.2), but these terms are
so small that, to our knowledge, they do not contradict experimental facts. The only
effect of stochastic spontaneous localization is suppression of the embarassing, even
though iimlrtectaulr, linear superpositions of macroscopically distinguishable states.

it,
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